
Traveler confidence with your travel program is everything. Always getting 
the lowest hotel rates boosts their confidence and your bottom line.

Even if your travelers book in policy, what's to say the rate won't drop before the trip?

Hotel Price Assurance monitors price drops to ensure the lowest rates for your travelers right up until the stay.  
Whatever the size of your program, we have a price monitoring solution to meet your goals.

Hotel Price Assurance rebookings 
result in average savings of 
$30 to $60 per stay.

$30 to $60
Gain confidence and program loyalty

Drive business to preferred hotels

Save on overall hotel spend 

Take advantage of reduced hotel rates 
as they happen. With no change to 
traveler experience.

 

Hotel Price 
Assurance
Wherever you’re going, 
we’ll get you there for less.

For more information, contact your BCD Travel representative or visit bcdtravel.com.

Travel smart. Achieve more.



Get the most from your hotel program. 

With our HPA solutions, your guidelines and policy are always considered. After the hotel is booked we 
automatically check for price drops. If a lower rate is found, we’ll double-check and rebook. 

Is there flexibility in the room types your travelers book? Open to nearby options? Take advantage of additional 
shopping benefits and book at similar hotels with alternate amenities. Or book nearby rooms, such as preferred 
hotels or those with better rates.

How it Works

Room is booked and the reservation is monitored for 
lower room rates.

Price is monitored every 24 hours for a lower rate 
at the same hotel. 

Lower rate is found and our agents are notified. 
They double-check the rate, and rebook the room. 

Traveler is notified of the change and receives an 
updated e-invoice with a new confirmation number.

Data is captured in monthly reports, helping you 
track potential and realized savings.

Configurable price monitoring solutions are also 
available in BCD Travel’s SolutionSource marketplace. 
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Travel smart. Achieve more.

Great news! The BCD Travel Team has found 
a lower hotel rate for your Hilton Hotels & 
Resorts reservation M3283458 beginning 
January 30, 2020.

Thank you and have a safe trip! 

Sincerely, 
BCD Travel Team

Dear Bevin,

Business travel simplified.

BCD Travel found you a lower hotel rate! Important 
details are inside.

Account@bcdtravel.com
Bevin Lewinsky (US)

Show Details
Monday, Jan 6, 2020 at 4:42 PM

https://solutionsource.bcdtravel.com/

